RE: Request to Use Image

From : Eric Strid <Eric.Strid@cmicro.com>  
Subject : RE: Request to Use Image  
To : Dean Lewis <dean@gatech.edu>  
Cc : Ken Smith <Ken.Smith@cmicro.com>

Hi Dean,
Attached is the photo. If you need more resolution, we can probably find the original. Please just acknowledge the source.
Good luck on your thesis work,
Eric

-----Original Message-----
From: Dean Lewis [mailto:dean@gatech.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 12:35 PM
To: Eric Strid
Subject: Request to Use Image

Hello Eric, this is Dean from Georgia Tech. We met at ITC'10 on the 3D Test Panel. I'm contacting you to ask for permission to reuse one of your published images in my dissertation and oral defense. Specifically, I'm interested in Figure 13 from your ITC'11 paper (Ken Smith is the first author).

One chapter of my dissertation focuses is one a new way to use probe tips to enable pre-bond test of TSVs and microbumps. My work focuses on the design and DFT side of the story, so I am citing your paper to help fill in the physical design side. I would like to use the SEM image in figure 13 to show the actual shape of a MEMS probe. May I have permission to use this image? If yes, could you provide me the original source image? I can pull the image from the paper of course, but using the original would be better quality. Please let me know. Thanks!

---------------------------
Dean Lewis
Computer Engineering, Ph.D. Candidate
Georgia Institute of Technology
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